
SCIENCE
Science is a way of life. Science is a perspective. Science
is the process that takes us from confusion to
understanding in a manner that's precise, predictive and
reliable - a transformation, for those lucky enough to
experience it, that is empowering and emotional.

SCIENTIFIC LEARNING

SCHOOL OF SCIENCES AND ALLIED HEALTH

SCIENCE

Scientific learning has been progressing for centuries, and
our scientific knowledge is layered, building upon the
understanding and information of past ages. True, scientific
knowledge has been advancing at an extremely rapid pace
in recent years, but that does not invalidate or discredit the
vastly important discoveries of the past upon which our
current knowledge rests. Students can see how Linnaeus,
for example, laid a solid foundation for the genus and
species divisions of classifications we still use today.
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https://bio.libretexts.org/Bookshelves/Introductory_and_General_Biology/Introductory_Biology_(CK-12)/05%3A_Evolution/5.01%3A_Linnaean_Classification


"Stay inspired.
Never stop
creating."

Evolution is the fundamental idea in
all of life science - in all of biology.

Science is a way of life. Science is a
perspective. Science is the process that

takes us from confusion to understanding in
a manner that's precise, predictive and

reliable - a transformation, for those lucky
enough to experience it, that is empowering

and emotional.

Your work is going to fill a large part of your
life, and the only way to be truly satisfied is to

do what you believe is great work. And the
only way to do great work is to love what you
do. If you haven't found it yet, keep looking.
Don't settle. As with all matters of the heart,

you'll know when you find it.

Jeppiaar University, established in 2022 in Chennai
under the guidance of Founder and Chancellor 

Dr. Regeena J Murali nurture curiosity and
exploration. 

Encouraging pupils to solve the universe's
riddles. These professions enable people

to help humanity and address global
issues. Organizations such as the School
of Sciences and Allied Health Science at

Jeppiaar University facilitate the creation of
new knowledge and the understanding of

contemporary phenomena. Basic sciences
provide answers to pressing problems,
even if they are not always immediately

applicable. Taking an interest in the
fundamental sciences promotes innovation

and advancement while also enhancing
individual development and society

advancement. 

Courses Offered:

1.   B.Sc. Biotechnology
2.   B.Sc. Forensic Science
3.   B.Sc. Computer Science
4.   Bachelors of Computer Applications
5.   Ph.D. in Life Sciences 
      (Full Time / Part Time)

SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
TOWARDS A
BETTER FUTURE



JEPPIAAR
UNIVERSITY

ENTRY IS NOT IMPORTANT----EXIT IS----- 
ROBUST WORDS  

FROM OUR FOUNDER AND CHAIRMAN 
(Late) Col. Dr. JEPPIAAR

"In loving memory and remembrance of our founder and
Chairman (Late) Col. Dr. Jeppiaar, we dedicate the fruit of all
our relentless endeavors to the earnest vision and diligence of

our ardent chairman. His blessings be forever with us"
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JEPPIAAR
UNIVERSITY

Practice - Practice - Practices----Records are always meant to
be broken ------- CHARMING WORDS  FROM OUR 

FOUNDER AND CHANCELLOR 
Dr. REGEENA J MURALI

In order to illustrate how you have overcome difficulties, plan
successful activities and make pledges. We conquer today's

obstacles and consistently maintain our spirits. There are still a
lot of victories ahead. Huge congratulations on an incredible

performance—you've broken yet another record! 
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HONURABLE DIGNITORIES

PRESIDENT
MR. MURALI SUBRAMANIAN 

   VICE PRESIDENT
       MS. MARGARETTE R.

VICE PRESIDENT 
MS. MAGALENE R. 

PRO VICE CHANCELLOR 
DR. R. BASKARAN  

REGISTRAR
SHRI. BINU SIVA SINGH S. K.

PRO CHANCELLOR 
DR. SHALEESHA A. STANELY  
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COURSES OFFERED
B.Sc.B.Sc.B.Sc.    

Computer ScienceComputer ScienceComputer Science

B.Sc.B.Sc.B.Sc.    
Forensic ScienceForensic ScienceForensic Science

B.Sc.B.Sc.B.Sc.    

BiomedicalBiomedicalBiomedical

ScienceScienceScience

B.Sc.B.Sc.B.Sc.    

MedicalMedicalMedical

MicrobiologyMicrobiologyMicrobiology

B.Sc.B.Sc.B.Sc.

Food TechnologyFood TechnologyFood Technology
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FROM THE DEAN’S DESK 

TO MY FELLOW COLLEAGUE’S AND DEAR STUDENTS...

GREETINGS OF THE DAY. 

     I hope everyone had a very active time preparing new academic

year and its activities. I could see you all tackling challenges with a

positive, can-do attitude. Because of this, I have no doubt that you

can accomplish anything you put your mind to. It's clear that you all

take pride in your work. 

    The confidence you have in yourself is impressive. An attitude like

this can make a great impact, in the environment you are associated

with. 

    A very special thanks to our Professor’s who are supporting our

students in all possible ways for them to shine and lead the show.

Keep up the good spirits, dears. I am glad to be your professor &

dean. Together, we can achieve more and be a great blessing to each

other and to the community we live in. 

    I am thankful and grateful to our beloved Founder & Chancellor

Madam Dr. Regeena J Murali for her immense trust in us and to all our

Management higher officials for providing us with this platform to

showcase our skills in this creative and innovative era. 

DR. J. VERONICA SHALINI 
PROFESSOR & DEAN - SCHOOL OF SCIENCES & ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCES

DEAN- SSAHS - MESSAGE
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ACADEMIC YEAR – 2022 - 2023
B.SC. BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE - MS. IMMACULATE SONIA

A.  

 B.SC. MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY - MS.KOWSALYA J.

  

 B.SC. FORENSIC SCIENCE -MS. GOUSALYA S.  

B.SC. COMPUTER SCIENCE -MS. MRUDULA  V. 

SSAHS - TOPPERS
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ACADEMIC YEAR - 2023- 2024

B.SC. BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE - MS. IMMACULATE SONIA A.  

B.SC. MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY - MS.KOWSALYA J.

  

B.SC. FORENSIC SCIENCE -MS. GOUSALYA S.  

B.SC. COMPUTER SCIENCE -MS. MRUDULA  V. 

B.SC. FORENSIC SCIENCE -MS. SATHYA K. 

B.SC. COMPUTER SCIENCE -MS.NANDINITHA   

SSAHS - TOPPERS
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EVENTS -SSAHS-2023-2024
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FACULTY ACHIVEMENTS

SSAHS Faculty members of 
Mr. A. Lawrence Justin, Ms. P. Ashwini and  Mr.K.Prasanna has authored

Environmental Science published by Charulatha Publications.

Mr. A. Lawrence Justin has Authored a Book Titled- Organic Chemistry
published by Aasan Publications
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FACULTY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM CERTIFICATIONS

SSAHS-DEAN- Dr.J.Veronica Shalini and Faculty members
 Ms. P. Ashwini, Mr.K.Prasanna, Ms.R.A.Pavithra, Ms.K.A.Gopika and  Mr. A.

Lawrence Justin has participated FDP organized by various institutions for their
academic growth representing Jeppiaar University

Certificate Gallery is attached below of their performances
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FACULTY  PROGRAM
PARTICIPATION CERTIFICATIONS

SSAHS-DEAN- Dr.J.Veronica Shalini and Faculty members
 Ms. P. Ashwini, Mr.K.Prasanna, Ms.R.A.Pavithra, Ms.K.A.Gopika and  Mr. A.

Lawrence Justin has participated in different Events organized by various institutions
for their academic growth representing Jeppiaar University

Certificate Gallery is attached below of their performances
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STUDENT PARTICIPATION CERTIFICATIONS
SSAHS, Students have participated in the training programs of workshop, Hands on

Training for their Academic Activities and to enhance their skills

Certificate Gallery is attached below of their performances
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STUDENT PARTICIPATION CERTIFICATIONS
SSAHS, Students have participated in the training programs of workshop, Hands on

Training for their Academic Activities and to enhance their skills

Certificate Gallery is attached below of their performances
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FACULTY  PROGRAM
PARTICIPATION CERTIFICATIONS

SSAHS-DEAN- Dr.J.Veronica Shalini and Faculty members
 Ms. P. Ashwini, Mr.K.Prasanna, Ms.R.A.Pavithra, Ms.K.A.Gopika and  Mr. A.

Lawrence Justin has participated in different Events organized by various institutions
for their academic growth representing Jeppiaar University

Certificate Gallery is attached below of their performances
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EVENTS -SSAHS-2023-2024- GALLERY
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EVENTS -SSAHS-2023-2024- GALLERY
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FROM FACULTY CORNER
DEFINE YOURSELVES WITH YOUR VALUES

What would you say about yourself? 

In what way do you want to be recognized? 

Knowing your value system - or better yet, articulating it - gives you a great deal of direction and

clarity regarding the person you will become in the future. 

Your decision-making process becomes consistent and you take better actions as a result of your

increased clarity. Developing your values will help you achieve better results in the various spheres

of your life that are most important to you. 

Values are just priorities that rank the ways in which you would priorities spending your time right

now. Setting your morals first 

in life is crucial for two key reasons:

1. Time is a finite asset. It is non-renewable, non-reusable, and non-recoverable once it is used.

2. A propensity for incontinence in the time and effort we devote to establishing our principles.

Make your own value system by using the advice provided below.

Interrogate Yourself
What matters most to you right now will benefit you later on in life. Consider values like well-being,

romance, prosperity, comfort, achievement, safety, exploration, and education.

Create a Value Hierarchy

Sort the values in your collection by importance. Consider whether you would be satisfied with the

values if they were given a chance.
Live the Values

This is a reality check and you shouldn't be afraid to take it because it will put you on a course

towards your true values. 
King Martin Luther said,

"There are some things in our society and some things in our world for which I am proud to be

maladjusted. And I call upon all (wo)men of goodwill to be maladjusted to these things until the

good society is realized. I must honestly say to you that I never intend to adjust myself to racial

segregation and discrimination. I never intend to adjust myself to religious bigotry. I never intend to

adjust myself to economic conditions that will take necessities from the many to give luxuries to the

few, leave millions of God's children smothering in an air-tight cage of poverty in the midst of an

affluent society."

I think that after reading Luther's speech, each and every one of you will finally comprehend what it

means to have values in life.

DR. SHALEESHA A. STANLEY
PRO CHANCELLOR
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FROM FACULTY CORNER
NEVER GIVE UP ON YOUR DREAMS

 Boldly go in the direction of your dreams.

 Stand tall and show the world what you are made of… 

 When the world beats you down, find a reason to get back up again. 

 

Never give up on the success.

 Feed your mind ideas of success, not failure. 

 Remember, the only way you can fail is if you give up. 

 Every time you fail, you come one step closer to success.

 You are not scared; you are courageous. 

 You are not weak; you are powerful. 

 You are not ordinary; you are remarkable.

 Do not back down, do not give up.

 When you look back on your life, don't have regrets. 

 Believe in yourself, belief in your future, you will find your way.

 A fire burning inside you is mighty; it is waiting to burn bright. 

 You are meant to do great things. You are a Masterpiece.

 Following your dreams can be both terrifying and exciting. 

 Enjoy and relish each dream of yours…

 Courage is facing fear. Fear of failure holds most people back. You are not

most people. 

 Persist and persuade others about your plans, as they are real. 

 Nobody can do this but you. Nobody will get in the way of our dreams.

 Most people master the obvious; you create something that wasn't there

before. 

 It's bold, it's beautiful, and it's YOU Alone .

 Give it your best, and your dreams will come to life. Success is yours.

 Go for your dreams; it is your turn.

DR. J. VERONICA SHALINI
PROFESSOR & DEAN - SCHOOL OF SCIENCES & ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCESI
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JOY OF TEACHING
 
As a professor, there's no greater joy than witnessing the radiant smiles of my students as they
embrace success in their academic journey. Teaching isn't merely about imparting knowledge; it's
about nurturing creativity and fostering happiness amidst the pressures of academia. Each day, I
strive to create an environment where learning is not a burden but a source of joy and fulfillment.
Through innovative teaching methods and encouragement, I guide my students to explore their
passions and unleash their potential. Seeing their faces light up with happiness as they grasp
complex concepts or achieve their goals is a reward beyond measure. It's a reminder that my
efforts as an educator are making a meaningful impact on their lives. Despite the challenges and
deadlines, the classroom becomes a haven where happiness thrives, and stress fades away.
Together, we celebrate every milestone, big or small, knowing that each accomplishment is a
testament to their dedication and hard work.

 

 In this journey of teaching and learning, happiness becomes the guiding force that fuels our
endeavors and brings us closer together as a community. And as a professor, there's nothing
more fulfilling than knowing that I've played a part in nurturing not just minds, but also hearts
filled with joy and optimism.

Mrs. P. Ashwini
Assistant Professor

School of Sciences and Allied Health Science

FROM FACULTY CORNER
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WHAT MAKES IT DIFFICULT?

BEING GOOD, BEING BAD

BEING NICE, BEING RUDE, BEING KIND AND GRATEFUL

TRUSTING SOMEONE, TRUSTING EVERYONE, TRUSTING THE PEOPLE

YOU LOVE….

WHAT MAKES IT DIFFICULT……….

GOOD AT ACADEMICS, BAD AT ACADEMICS

GOOD AT NON-ACADEMICS, BAD AT NON-ACADEMICS

GOOD AT EVERYTHING…… BAD AT EVERYTHING……

WHAT MAKES IT DIFFICULT……….

LESSON LEARNED BECAUSE OF SOMEONE, LOVED BECAUSE OF

SOMEONE, 

CHEERED BECAUSE OF SOMEONE, CARED BECAUSE OF SOMEONE, 

CRIED BECAUSE OF SOMEONE, LAUGHED BECAUSE OF SOMEONE.

WHAT MAKES IT DIFFICULT……….

CHOICES…. MADE IT DIFFICULT….

BELIEF…. MADE IT DIFFICULT….

IF YOU CHOOSE WISE….

YOU WILL UNDERSTAND….

WHAT MADE YOU TO FEEL WHAT IS IT REALLY DIFFICULT IN LIFE

MR. PRASANNA K.

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

SCHOOL OF SCIENCES AND ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCE

FROM FACULTY CORNER
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GRATITUDE TO PARENTS

IT'S THE FIRST WORLD YOU ENTER INTO,

MAYBE YOU ENTER IT WITH CRYING,

THEY FOUGHT TO STOP IT TILL THE END OF THEIR LIFE,

YOU MAY GET WORRIED AT SOMETIMES,

BUT THEY CHEERED YOU BY HIDING THEIR PAIN,

FROM CHILDHOOD TO ADULTHOOD,

ALL THE MEMORIES WERE FRAMED BY THEM,

FROM FALLING DOWN IN THE PLAYGROUND,

TILL RAISING UP AN INDIVIDUAL LIFE,

LIFE IS ALWAYS BEEN A MISERABLE,

IT'S THEIR OWN EFFORT FOR YOUR LIFE TO MAKE MORE MEMORABLE,

WHENEVER YOU HAVE FALLEN IN LIFE,

THEY ARE THE ONES WHO LIFTED YOU UP,

THEY SHOWED YOU THE REALITY TO ESCAPE ALL THE HARDSHIPS,

AND CREATED STRONG OPINIONS ABOUT ALL THE RELATIONSHIPS,

THEY TAUGHT US TO LIVE, LOVE, LAUGH,

AND FORGOT ABOUT THEIR OWN LIFE.

MAYBE WE DON'T DESERVE A CHANCE TO RECIPROCATE THE SAME TO

THEM,

BUT TRY TO MAKE THEM HAPPY ALL THE WAY.

MS. R. A. PAVITHRA 

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR

SCHOOL OF SCIENCES AND ALLIED HEALTH SCIENCE
E

FROM FACULTY CORNER
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BEING A WOMEN: A JOURNEY OF SELF-REALIZATION

“You go girl, you are good enough”
The biggest triumph as women is self-realization. We women are always
eccentric in most of the life aspects; it’s pretty beautiful that how small
things make us cheerful like when you exactly get to know “what you
are” “what you want to be” “what makes you happy”. Being women, I
feel juts out that, I am the biggest companion of mine and I realized
myself that the prior person who can make me happy is me. Being
women is a multifaceted journey, filled with layers of self-discovery and
self-realization. From navigating societal expectations to embracing
individuality, every woman embarks on an unique quest to understand
herself fully. Self-realization is about breaking the expectations of
others and reclaiming autonomy over one’s body, mind, rejecting the
notions of inferiority. Embracing your femininity is a key for your
confidence; you chin up, you look straight and dear girls that’s the
power and energy you throw up. Ultimately, being a woman is an
ongoing journey of self-discovery, empowerment and liberation. It’s
about embracing the full spectrum of femininity, honoring one’s unique
identity. In this journey, I find strength in solidarity, resilience in
adversity and beauty in authenticity.

Ms. K. A. Gopika
Assistant Professor

School of Sciences and Allied Health Science

FROM FACULTY CORNER
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 💗💗💖 MOTHER’S LOVE💖💗💗
 A mother's love is like an unquenchable, blazing flame that never goes out in

the core of her being. It is a calming song that provides solace throughout life's
storms and illumination during the darkest hours. It's the warmth of her hug,

the compassion in her remarks, and the unending power in her deeds. The love
of a mother is unselfish, unconditional, powerful, and nourishing. It's an
unbreakable link that exists outside of space and time. A mother's love

reverberates indefinitely, molding lives and dazzling souls with its unmatched
grace and beauty in every smile, sacrifice, and whispered prayer.

 
 

"When you look into your mother's eyes, you know that is the purest 
love you can find on this earth"

"A mother is, she who can take the place of all others but whose place no one
else can take" 

"Life doesn't come with a manual, it comes with a mother"
"The best place to cry is on a mother's arms"

“A mother is our first friend, our best friend, our forever friend”
“When looking at our mother, looking at the purest love you will ever know”
“Mother is the heartbeat in the home; and without her, there seems to be no

heartthrob”

Mr. Lawrence Justin A
Assistant Professor

School of Sciences and Allied Health Science

FROM FACULTY CORNER
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STEREOTYPES OF FEMINISM
 Feminism is perceived to be, a woman, wanting to be dominant and
superior than men. People believe feminists fight for control. But
women know that physiologically men and women are different and
there is no doubt about it. When women expect opportunity, they ask
for cerebral opportunity and not wanting to live like a man or
working in jobs that are physically impossible for themselves.
Feminism advocates for gender equality, opportunity and fair
treatment for all genders. People claim feminism as being opposed to
traditional family values or motherhood. However, feminism supports
individual choices and autonomy, including the choice to pursue
careers, motherhood or both. Feminism seeks to address systemic
inequalities and create a more inclusive society for everyone. For
those who hold misconceptions about feminism, the message is to
approach discussions about feminism with an open mind, a
willingness to learn and a commitment to promoting equality and
justice for all genders. So let us stop treating women like second class
citizens and let them have opportunities for their experiences. Let us
all be a feminist by supporting the women around us!!!

Immaculate Sonia A.

II year B. Sc., Biomedical Science
 
 

FROM STUDENT CORNER
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மத�ய�� மா�ற�

வா�ேநா�க�எரி��

�ப�க�அ��!
��ேநா�க�எரி��

மி�வ�ள�� இ��!
க�இ��க �ழவ�
��ற�ய�அ��!
�ழவ�இ��க க�
���க�ற� இ��!
க�ைடவ��ய��

க��பயண� அ��!
கைடெநா�ய��வ��ைண�ெதா��

பயண�இ��!
ெந��ப��ற�சைமய�

ஏ�அ��!
ெந��ப��லாசைமய�

உ��இ��!
ஒ�க� உ�வாகஈ�ய��

ேதைவஅ��!
ஒ�ெச� ேபா��

�ேளானி��ழ�ைத�� இ��!
மனித���உதவ�

ெச�யஉபகரண� அ��!
மனிதைனேயவழிநட���

கணினிஇ��!
வ�ய�கைவ��� வ��ஞான�-ெம�

ச����க ைவ���!
த�ைக�கைவ��� வ��ஞான�!
�வ�ச�ற�க ைவ���வ��ஞான�!

Kowsalya J.
II-year B. Sc., Medical Microbiology

 

FROM STUDENT CORNER
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A Bond Beyond Blood
 In the tapestry of life, few relationships are as profound and enduring as the bond between a mother and her

child. It is a connection woven with threads of love, sacrifice, and unwavering support, transcending the

boundaries of time and space. As I reflect on the journey of parenthood with my own beloved mother by my

side, I am filled with a kaleidoscope of emotions that words alone cannot fully capture. 

From the moment I entered this world, my mother cradled me in her arms, nurturing me with a love so pure and

unconditional. Her soothing lullabies and tender caresses formed the foundation of my earliest memories,

creating a sanctuary of warmth and security in her embrace. With each passing day, she guided me through the

maze of life, imparting wisdom gleaned from her own experiences and instilling within me values of kindness,

empathy, and resilience. 

       From the moment I entered this world, my mother cradled me in her arms, nurturing me with a love so pure

and unconditional. Her soothing lullabies and tender caresses formed the foundation of my earliest memories,

creating a sanctuary of warmth and security in her embrace. With each passing day, she guided me through the

maze of life, imparting wisdom gleaned from her own experiences and instilling within me values of kindness,

empathy, and resilience. 

 As I grew from a child into adolescence, our relationship evolved into a partnership marked by mutual respect

and understanding. My mother became not only my caregiver but also my confidante, someone with whom I

could share my hopes, dreams, and fears without fear of judgment. Through the highs and lows of life, she

remained a steadfast pillar of strength, offering words of encouragement and solace during moments of doubt

and uncertainty. 

         Now, as I navigate the complexities of adulthood and parenthood myself, I find myself marvelling at the

depth of my mother's love and the sacrifices she made to ensure my well-being. Her selflessness knows no

bounds, as she continues to prioritize my happiness and success above her own. Whether it be through a

listening ear, a comforting hug, or a gentle word of advice, her unwavering support serves as a guiding light,

illuminating my path even in the darkest of times. 

         Yet, amidst the profound love and gratitude I feel towards my mother, there also exists a sense of

responsibility - a desire to honour her legacy by embodying the values she imparted upon me and passing them

down to future generations. Just as she tirelessly devoted herself to my upbringing, so too do I strive to be the

best possible parent to my own children, drawing upon the lessons learned from her example. 

 In the tapestry of life, the bond between a mother and her child is a thread that weaves its way through

generations, connecting past, present, and future in an unbroken chain of love. As I look into the eyes of my

own child, I see echoes of my mother's love reflected back at me—a reminder of the profound impact that a

mother's love can have on the lives of those she holds dear. 

         In conclusion, the relationship between a mother and her child is a sacred bond that transcends time and

space, encompassing love, sacrifice, and unwavering support. My journey of parenthood with my own beloved

mother by my side has been a testament to the enduring power of this bond, filling me with a sense of gratitude

and responsibility to carry forward her legacy with love and reverence. 

         Through the highs and lows of life, my mother has been my rock, my guiding light, and my greatest

source of inspiration. As I navigate the complexities of parenthood myself, I am reminded of the profound

impact that her love and guidance have had on shaping the person I am today. In her embrace, I find solace,

strength, and a sense of belonging - a reminder that no matter where life may take me, I will always be her

child, bound to her by a love that knows no bounds. 

J. Nanda Kishore
II year B.Sc., Computer Science

FROM STUDENT CORNER
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PYTHON PROGRAM – I “CAUSES OF SMOKING”
def assess_smoking_effects():
   smoking_status = input("Do you smoke? (yes/no): ").lower()
  if smoking_status == "yes":
      years_smoking = int(input("For how many years have you
been smoking?: "))
       if years_smoking >= 10:
           print("You are at high risk of developing lung disease
and cancer.")
       else:
           print("You are at moderate risk of developing lung
disease and cancer.")
elif smoking_status == "no":
       print("You are at low risk of developing lung disease and
cancer.")
   else:
       print("Invalid input. Please enter 'yes' or 'no’.”)
assess_smoking_effects()
OUTPUT
if prediction ==10;
 Print (“lung cancer”)
else 
 Print (“no lung cancer”)

V. MrudulaII year B.Sc., CS

 

FROM STUDENT CORNER
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PYTHON PROGRAM – II “WATER CONSUMPTION AND IMPACT”

def assess_water_impact():
   water_usage = input("Do you use water excessively? (yes/no):").lower()
   if water_usage == "yes":
       water_consumption = int(input("How many liters of water do you
consume per day?: "))
       if water_consumption > 100:
           print("Your excessive water consumption contributes to water
scarcity and environmental degradation.")
       else:
           print("Your water consumption may still have some
environmental impact.")
   elif water_usage == "no":
       print("You are conserving water and helping to reduce
environmental impact.")
   else:
       print("Invalid input. Please enter 'yes' or 'no'.")
assess_water_impact()
OUTPUT
If prediction==100
   Print (“Water scarcity and Environmental Degradation”)
else: 
   Print (“No Water scarcity”)

V. MrudulaII year B.Sc., CS

 

FROM STUDENT CORNER
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PYTHON PROGRAM – III “CAUSES AND EFFECT OF PLASTIC”

def assess_plastic_impact():
   plastic_usage = input("Do you use single-use plastics? (yes/no): ").lower()
   if plastic_usage == "yes":
       plastic_items = int(input("How many single-use plastic items do you use per
day?: "))
       if plastic_items > 5:
           print("Your excessive use of single-use plastics can lead to various health
issues such as respiratory problems, hormonal disruptions, and increased risk of
cancer.")
       else:
           print("Your use of single-use plastics may still have some negative health
impacts, including exposure to harmful chemicals like BPA and phthalates.")
   elif plastic_usage == "no":
       print("You are helping to reduce plastic pollution by avoiding single-use
plastics, thereby mitigating potential health risks associated with plastic usage.")
   else:
       print("Invalid input. Please enter 'yes' or 'no'.")
assess_plastic_impact()
OUTPUT 
if prediction==yes
   Print (“Respiratory problems, Contamination of water bodies”)
else: 
Print(“No Environment pollution”)    

V. MrudulaII year B.Sc., CS

 

FROM STUDENT CORNER
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TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT IN INDIAN FORENSIC

SCIENCE

 While early forensic technology lacked the sophistication of modern techniques,
these foundational developments paved the way for the evolution of forensic
science into a highly specialized and multidisciplinary field focused on the
investigation and analysis of evidence to aid in criminal investigations and judicial
proceedings. From these early developments, forensic technology gradually
evolved through a combination of scientific advancements, technological
innovations, and interdisciplinary collaborations. Overall, the evolution of
forensic technology has been characterized by a continual process of refinement,
integration, and innovation, driven by a combination of scientific discovery,
technological progress, and the growing demand for more reliable and efficient
methods of forensic analysis in the pursuit of justice. AI continues to drive
innovation across various fields of forensic science, leading to the development of
several advanced technologies.AI-powered facial recognition systems can analyse
facial features from images or videos to identify individuals, aiding in suspect
identification and tracking in criminal investigations. AI algorithms can analyse
speech patterns, voiceprints, and linguistic features to identify individuals or
detect emotional states, behavioural patterns from various sources, such as social
media, communications, and digital activities, to identify suspicious behaviour or
patterns indicative of criminal activity. These technologies demonstrate the
potential of AI to revolutionize forensic science by enhancing the capabilities of
forensic investigators, improving the efficiency of forensic analysis, and enabling
proactive approaches to crime prevention and investigation. With the innovative
minds of our generation and technological updates, India is in a booming stage in
all the aspects of technology.

Abirami A.

I year B.Sc. Forensic Science
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TRAVEL
While the reasons for travelling are many, we must not forget that
it can be a refreshing experience. Travelling is an experience that
can teach us so many things that you cannot possibly learn while

living at home.
Firstly, it teaches you how to make new friends. The world is full
of people who love interacting. You get to make friends when you

travel to new places and spend quality time with them. 
Moreover, it also helps you enhance your social skills. After that,
travelling is great for learning new skills. For instance, going to
mountain regions teaches you how to trek. Similarly, going to

beaches helps you learn scuba diving or surfing.
You can also enjoy the beauty of nature when you travel.

Similarly, you get to explore nature like never before and find
discover the earth’s beauty. Travelling also helps us understand

people.
After you spend time at a new place, you interact with the local

people of the place. You learn so much about them and their
culture. It makes you more open-minded and be mindful of the

culture and beliefs of different people.
Anaswara Sunil 

I year B.Sc. Forensic Science
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ந��
காரண� இ�லாம� கைல�� ேபாக இ� கன�� இ�ைல... காரண�

ெசா�� ப�ரி�� ேபாக இ� காத�� இ�ைல...

உய�� உ�ள வைர ெதாட�� உ�ைமயான ந��!
வ��� ப���ப� ந�ப�ல.. வ��� ெகா��ப� ந��!! 

வ��� ெகா��ப� ம��� ந�ப�ல.. 
கைடச� வைர வ��� வ�லகாம� இ��ப� தா� உ�ைமயான ந��!!!

ேதா� ெகா��க ேதாழ��

ேதா� சாய ேதாழி��  க�ைட�தா�
அவ�க� �ட

தா� த�ைத தா�

அற��க�

இ�லாம�

வ�ேதா�

அ��க� ேபச�
ெகா�ேடா�

உற�க���

ேமேல, உய��
ஆேனா�.

கால�க� கட��
ெச�றா��

கைடச� வைர
ெதாடர

ேவ��� ந�
ந��...

VALARMATHI A.
I B. SC., COMPUTER SCIENCE

FROM STUDENT CORNER
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ARTISITIC WORK OF SSAHS STUDENTS

GOUSALYA S.
II YEAR B.SC. FORENSIC SCIENCE

YAZHINI M.
I B. SC., COMPUTER SCIENCE
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ARTISITIC WORK OF SSAHS STUDENTS

DHARSINI R.
I B. SC., COMPUTER SCIENCE
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SSAHS-FACULTY- STUDENT-GROUP PHOTOS

THIS NEWS LETTER IS PREPARED BY THE TEAM OF STUDETNS ALONG WITH SSAHS
FACULTY TEAM - OVER VIEWED BY DEAN SSAHS


